Here are the instructional SLO resources available for division deans:

**Action reports to inform division council meetings re Title 5 rewrites and SLO assessment**

Action reports list “alerts” and “actions” for both title 5 rewrites and SLO assessments. Go to [www.dvc.edu](http://www.dvc.edu), “For faculty and staff” quick link, and then the “Course/program SLOs” link. Find and click the “ACTION” icon, and find and select your division in the “for division” menu:

On the same page you can also see the title 5 rewrite and SLO assessment calendar with the table and the Xs that we completed at the beginning of the FA’09 semester. Just choose the calendar option from the top-most menu:

Only one outcome needs to be assessed in an academic year in order for a course to be considered as having been assessed. It is up to the department to decide how many and which outcomes, and which sections to assess. Course SLO results should be submitted by discipline faculty online via the “UPDATE FORM”, found at [www.dvc.edu](http://www.dvc.edu), “For faculty and staff” quick link, “Course/program SLOs” link, and at the bottom of the web page: